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Photothermal responses of individual cells
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Abstract. Photothermal (PT) responses of individual intact cells are
studied with a thermal lens dual-laser scheme. A multiparameter
model for analysis of PT responses as a function of cell size, structure,
and optical properties is suggested and verified experimentally for
living cells, red blood cells, lymphocytes, tumor cells (K 562), hepa-
tocytes, and miocytes, by applying pulsed laser radiation at 532 nm
for 10-ns duration. PT responses for noninvasive and damaging modes
of laser-cell interaction are investigated. It is shown theoretically and
experimentally that specific optical and structural features of cells in-
fluence the polarity, shape, front, and tail lengths of their PT re-
sponses. Common for different cells, features of PT responses are
evaluated. It is found that in cells with a highly heterogeneous light-
absorbing structure, the PT response of a whole cell differs from that
of the local absorbing area. The model suggested allows us to inter-
pret PT responses from single cells and to compare cells in terms of
their diameter, degree of spatial heterogeneity of light absorbance,
and laser-induced damage thresholds. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1854685]
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1 Introduction
Calorimetric methods~mainly photoacoustic and photother-
mal! are intensively used in different biomedical
applications.1–5 These methods are based on measuring ther
mal effects through acoustical, optical, and mechanica
phenomena.6–13 However, little progress was made in appli-
cations of calorimetric methods for studying individual living
cells. This situation is caused mainly by the lack of techniques
and equipment for sensing photoinduced thermal effects i
individual cells. The difference of the cell as an optical object
from solutions and other homogeneous samples may be d
scribed as follows.

• Cell size~micrometer range!, geometry of sample cham-
bers @closed volume with solid~glass as a rule! board-
ers#, and duration of most available laser sources~nano-
second to microsecond range! make preferable optical
registration of laser-induced thermal phenomena.

• Heterogeneity of the cell structure may lead to extremely
nonuniform light absorption and, therefore, nonuniform
initial laser-induced heating with consequent redistribu-
tion of thermal field, with temporal kinetics of such a
field being different from that in homogeneous media.

• Local overheating may cause damage to the cell throug
vaporization and bubble formation,14–17 even when cell-
averaged thermal effects are well below the damage
level.
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Realistic analysis of laser-induced thermal phenomena
individual cells is limited due to absence of experimen
methods for direct probing temperature with high tempo
and spatial resolution. Macrolevel samples are usually inv
tigated during the studies of the processes that occur in i
vidual cells.18,19 In a theoretical approach, the main proble
appears to be the lack of quantitative data on optical a
thermal parameters of cellular structural elements that abs
light and on their distribution within specific cells. Up to now
such parameters were determined mainly as averaged va
for whole organs at the macrolevel.20 Current models of pho-
tothermal~PT! phenomena consider, as a rule, homogene
samples,21,22 and even when assuming some heterogenei23

they do not count cell-specific optical and structural featur
Among laser-induced thermal phenomena, damage is

most crucial. Cell damage phenomena were studied better12,13

probably due to the significance of the subject and also du
the fact that damage is easier to detect in comparison w
noninvasive heating. Damage is associated mainly w
bubble formation due to overheating of local light-absorbi
targets above critical temperatures16,17,24 or by rarefaction
waves25,26 that may occur after absorption of a laser pulse.
laser-induced phenomena can be detected by photoaco
and photothermal methods capable of registering such sig
and interpreting them in terms of specific phenomena. A
plied to the studies of individual cells, this task may be
ferred to as cytometric. Recently, several attempts were
dertaken to apply calorimetric methods to the investigation
an individual cell.27–29As a result, the concept of PT cytom
etry was introduced.27,30This concept suggested an analysis
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Table 1 Cell and laser parameters of the model for laser-cell interaction for three types of samples.

Model parameter
Symbol and

unit Hb solution
RBC (red

blood cell)
K562 (tumor

cell)

Radius of cell Rc , mm rpump 3.5 to 4 5 to 10

Radius of absorbing area ra , mm rpump 3.5 to 4 0.5

Number of absorbing
areas

N 1 1 9

Light absorption
coefficient at pump laser
wavelength (532 nm)

a, cm−1 3 135 0.8 to 6.6

Characteristic radius of
displacement of
absorbing areas from
cell center

ca , mm 0 0 0 to Rc

Initial laser-induced
temperature rise

DT, K 0 to 10 0 to 300 0 to 300

Difference between
thermal coefficients for
refractive indexes of
solution and cell

Dbc , 1/°C 0 0 to 2.5•1024 0 to 2.5•1024

Difference between
refractive indexes of
solution and cell

Dnc 0 0 to 0.4 0 to 0.4

Radius of probe beam rpr , mm 4 to 8 4 to 8 5 to 12
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living nonstained cells through optical monitoring of cell re-
action ~in the form of PT images or PT response! to a laser
pulse. All the works mentioned were mainly experimental and
their results showed a great difference in signals from cells
and those obtained from homogeneous samples.

Also, a correlation between PT effects and cell physiologi-
cal properties was found, such as respiratory chain activity
ion balance, oxygen content, cell death processes, and dru
influence.28–32 In the nearest future, we expect the emerging
of a new type of microscopy and cytometry that will be based
on photothermal analysis of intact cells. Therefore, we have
tried to analyze principal features of photothermal response
of cells and to suggest the model that would allow estimating
such PT responses as a function of cell and laser beam pro
erties and of thermal phenomena type such as heating-coolin
or bubble generation.

2 Methods and Materials
2.1 Photothermal Model for Laser-Cell Interaction
We consider three main processes: 1. irradiation of the ce
with a pump laser beam and its absorption by cellular chro
mophores; 2. nonradiative heat release in absorbing areas a
related thermal processes; 3. thermally induced changes
cell optical properties and of a second~probe! light beam that
is used for sensing a thermal field in a cell.

A cell is a multicomponent system. The composition and
structure of the cells may differ significantly even if they be-
long to the same culture. In ultraviolet and visible regions,
014006al Optics
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light is most efficiently absorbed by hem-proteins~hemoglo-
bin, cytochromes, catalasa, peroxidasa!.33,34 Intracellular con-
centration and spatial distribution of these absorbers may
very heterogeneous for most of the cells. The light absorp
coefficient of local absorbers can be 2 to 3 orders of mag
tude higher than the spatially averaged absorption coeffic
for a whole cell~Table 1!. Such heterogeneity of optical sca
tering and absorption properties of cells was verified dur
several experiments that involved PT imaging of individu
lymphocytes,30 lymphoblasts,35 and neutrophils:32 numerous
heated microareas with size close to 1mm, which is about the
diffraction limit for the microscope used, were discovered
cells. Those structures may have an actual size in the rang
10 to 1000 nm. The cell may be modeled as an object w
several absorbing elements being located in a nonabsor
sphere of radiusRc ~Fig. 1!. The size, amount, and location o
these absorbers are expressed through several param
~Table 1!: r a is the absorber radius,N is the number of ab-
sorbers, andca is the characteristic radius of absorbers offs
from the cell center. Of course, real cells are not only sphe
~for example, red cells have a disk shape and miocytes are
shaped!, but a sphere still seems to be a good approximat
for general analysis. Laser-pulse parameters are fluenceF and
durationtpump. It is assumed that all absorbed optical ener
is converted into heat.

2.1.1 Photoinduced thermal phenomena
After absorption of a laser pulse, nonradiative relaxation
optical energy occurs within10211s.36 This is approximately
-2 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Photothermal responses . . .
Fig. 1 Model for laser-cell interaction: uniform laser beam is larger in
diameter than spherical cell with local absorbing areas.
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the time of initial heating of absorbing areas that act as hea
sources as long as a laser pulse lasts. The next process is h
diffusion into surrounding media~cooling!, with a character-
istic time td that depends mainly on the sizer a of a spheri-
cally symmetrical absorbing area:

td50.9011
r a

2

a
, ~1!

wherea is the heat diffusion coefficient, andtd is defined as
the time of temperature decrease by 10 times.

We have made several assumptions:

• a21@r a , a21.Rc ,

• r a!r pump, r a!r pr ,

• some physical properties of light-absorbing zones are
equal to those for water.

Comparing laser-pulse durationtpump to cooling timetd ,
we consider two modes: a short pulse mode(tpump!td) when
all thermal energy is immediately released within the absorb
ing area, and a quasistationary mode~long-pulse mode! when
the laser-pulse width is much longer than cooling time
td (tpump@td). These two modes have different dynamics of
the photoinduced thermal field. Depending on the initially in-
duced temperature, we also consider the linear mode of lase
tissue interaction when only heating and cooling processe
occur ~temperature is proportional to deposited laser energy!,
and the nonlinear mode, which assumes phase transition
when temperatures exceed the vaporization threshold~tem-
perature is no longer proportional to deposited energy!. In this
mode, various photodamage mechanisms may develop, an
they depend not only on energy of the pulse but also on it
length. Due to the small size~10 to 1000 nm! of initial heat
sources in the cell and the range of laser pulse duration~1 to
1000 ns!, the build up of a significant pressure wave is not
likely, because the pressure relaxation time for such local ab
sorbers is much shorter than the laser pulse length. Therefor
further analysis includes evaluation of the thermal field only
as the acoustic field relaxes within the cell during the time of
about 1 ns.
014006Journal of Biomedical Optics
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Linear regime of light-cell interaction. This mode is ana-
lyzed with the heat-transfer equation for a laser-genera
heat source:37

]T

]t
5aDT1

I ~ t,xW !

rc
, ~2!

where I (t,x) is the heat source intensity,r is the density of
the absorbing zone, andc is the heat capacity of the absorbin
zone.

For the short-pulse mode, we may describe the heat so
intensity as:

I 5
a~xW !Fd~ t !

tpump
, ~3!

where d(t) is the delta function,a is the light absorption
spatial distribution in the absorbing zone, andF is the laser
fluence.

For the long-pulse mode under the previous assumpti
within the time of relaxation, the beam is taken to be const
in time, then the heat source intensity is described as:

I 5F
a~xW !

tpump
. ~4!

Linear regime of light-cell interaction: the long-pulse
mode. We assume also that inside the absorbing zone, l
absorption is uniform and is equal to zero outside this zon

a~r !5H a0 for r<r a

0 for r .r a
, ~5!

where r is the distance between the center of the absorb
zone with the coordinates(xi ,yi ,zi) and the point where tem
perature is analyzed(x,y,z):

r 5@~x2xi !
21~y2yi !

21~z2zi !
2#1/2.

In this case the stationary heat-transfer equation may be
pressed as:

1

r 2
•

]

]r
•S r 2

•

]T

]r D1
a~r !F

ktpump
50, ~6!

wherek is the thermal conductivity. Spatial distribution of th
resulting thermal field may be obtained by Eqs.~6! and ~5!
with the boundary conditions beingT(`)5T` , T(0),`,
and:

T~r !2T`55
1

2

a0Fr a
2

ktpump
S 12

r 2

3r a
2D for r<r a

1

3

a0F

ktpump

r a
3

r
for r .r a

. ~7!

Maximal temperature at the center of the absorbing zone m
then be expressed as:

DTmax5T~0!2T`5
1

2

aFr a
2

ktpump
. ~8!
-3 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Linear regime of light-cell interaction: the short-pulse
mode. For this case we assume a spherically symmetric hea
source with the light absorption coefficient distribution inside
the absorbing zone being:

a~r !5a0 expF2S r

r a
D 2G , ~9!

wherea0 is the constant. In this case, the heat-transfer equa
tion may be expressed as:

]T

]t
5a

1

r 2
•

]

]r
•S r 2

•

]T

]r D1
a~r !Fd~ t !

rctpump
. ~10!

With solution for the infinite area:

T~r !5
a~r !F

rctpumpS 11
4at

r a
2 D 3/2expS 2

r 2

4at1r a
2D . ~11!

For several absorbing zones with total numberN and arbi-
trary spatial positions, the resulting thermal field may be con
sidered as superposition of the fields described by Eqs.~5!,
~10!, and~11!, because of the linearity of Eq.~10!:

T~x,y,z!5(
i 51

N
a~r !F

rctpumpS 11
4at

r a
2 D 3/2

3expF2
~x2xi !

21~y2yi !
21~z2zi !

2

4at1r a
2 G .

~12!

Nonlinear regime of light-cell interaction. The most uni-
versal thermal mechanism of cell damage relates to local va
porization and bubble formation. The bubbles may emerge
when the photoinduced temperature reaches the critical valu
~this mechanism is referred to as local overheating!. Also, the
bubbles may be induced by rarefaction waves. We assume th
light intensities are below the optical breakdown threshold
thus the two mechanisms are assumed. The probability o
bubble generation and its dynamics greatly depend on th
properties of initial heterogeneity around which a bubble
emerges. They are difficult to be described for such an objec
as a cell; there can be numerous sources for heterogeneities
gas, membrane-cytoplasm border, etc. For that reason we d
not consider the mechanisms of bubble generation but analyz
its kinetics after emergence of the bubble under the assump
tion that the initial radius of a bubble has the size of hetero
geneityR0 . During laser-cell interaction, any bubble, regard-
less of the mechanism of its generation, can be a source fo
cell damage. The bigger the bubble, the higher the probabilit
of cell damage. We analyze the dynamics of a bubble radiu
R(t); this parameter characterizes damage of the cell. Th
basic equation that describes the bubble behavior at the sta
when pressure stress has already relaxed~i.e., at stages after
first nanoseconds! is the Rayleigh-Plesset equation:38–40
014006Journal of Biomedical Optics
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d2R

dt2
1

3

2 S dR

dt D
2

5
1

r S Pv~ t !2P`2
2s

R
2

4h

R

dR

dt D ,

~13!

wheres is the surface tension coefficient,h is the viscosity,
P` is the outer pressure, andPv is the inner pressure.

For short laser pulses, the most universal mechanism
bubble formation is vaporization of liquid with the initial va
por pressure being equal to critical pressurePv0

.41 For initial
conditions such as:

dR

dt
50, R5R0 at t50, ~14!

Eq. ~13! was solved numerically to obtainR(t) under the
assumption of adiabatic approximation of bubble expansio

Pv~ t !5Pv0•F R0
3

R~ t !3G g

, ~15!

whereg is the adiabatic coefficient, andPv0 is initial pressure
in the bubble.

In the nonlinear mode, we use two basic input paramet
R0 as the radius of heterogeneity that gives birth to t
bubble, andPv0 as initial pressure that depends on absorb
optical energy. The output parameters that can be obta
numerically are bubble duration~lifetime! and maximal ra-
dius. Like temperatures, they cannot be measured directly
are analyzed later with the thermal lens approach through
parameters of a probe laser beam.

2.1.2 Optical detection of thermal phenomena in a
cell
The phenomena considered before for linear and nonlin
modes of laser-cell interaction can be detected and meas
by the optical method~thermal lens! as they influence anothe
cell parameter, refractive index, which generally depends
temperature as:

Dn~x,y,z,t !5bDT~x,y,z,t !, ~16!

whereb5(dn/dT)p is the thermal coefficient for the refrac
tive index of solution andDT is the initial temperature rise.

Therefore, optical sensing of thermal processes in a
can be done with an additional light beam by probing refr
tive index alterations in an individual cell. If a cell does n
absorb the probe beam, heating of the cellular structu
causes a phase shift in a probe-beam wavefront in the
plane~Fig. 2!:

Dw~x,y,t !5
2p

l0
E

2`

`

Dn~x,y,z,t !dz

5
2p

l0
E

2`

`

b~x,y,z!DT~x,y,z,t !dz, ~17!

wherel0 is the probe-light wavelength,DT is described by
Eq. ~12!, and
-4 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 2 Schemes for optical detection of photoinduced thermal phe-
nomena in single cell: heated cell (left) and bubble (right) cases.
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b~r !5H b0 for r>Rc

b01Dbc for r ,Rc
,

wherer is the radial coordinate with the origin at the center of
the cell and another optical parameter for the cellDbc is the
difference between the thermal coefficients for the refraction
indices of the cell and solution due to the differences in their
composition~Table 1!.

In our model we consider the difference between the re
fraction indices of the solution and cellDnc as the model
parameter~Table 1!, which provides additional phase shift
into the probe beam:

Dwc~x,y!5
4pDnc

l0
@Rc

22~x21y2!#1/2. ~18!

In the case of a bubble, we may consider a spherical are
with a low index of refraction, and Eq.~17! may be presented
as:

Dw~x,y,t !5
4pDn0

l0
@R~ t !22~x21y2!#1/2, ~19!

whereDn0 is the difference between the refraction indices for
vapor and cell media.

The wave functionf (x,y,t) for the probe beam in the cell
plane and after passing through it can be described in th
linear mode as:

f ~x,y,t !5expS 2
x21y2

r pr
2 D

3exp$ i @Dwc~x,y!1Dw~x,y,t !#%, ~20!

and in the nonlinear~bubble! mode as:

f b~x,y,t !5expS 2
x21y2

r pr
2 D exp$ i @Dwb~x2xb ,y2yb!#%,

~21!

wherexb andyb are bubble displacements off the probe beam
axis.
014006Journal of Biomedical Optics
Probe-beam detection is realized through the thermal l
scheme~Fig. 2!: the probe beam passes through the object
the collecting lens, then through the axial pinhole with a
mensionless radiusRa ~this is equal approximately to on
third of the probe beam radius in the detector plane! and is
registered with a photodetector. Axial power of probe be
I (t) can be described through Fraunhofer diffraction:42

I ~ t !5CE
2Ra

Ra E
2ARa

2
2Y2

ARa
2
2Y2

uF~X,Y,t !u2dXdY, ~22!

whereX andY are the dimensionless coordinates in the det
tors plane,x andy are the coordinates in the objects plane,C
is the devise constant, andF(X,Y,t) is the wave function of
the probe beam in the detector plane:

F~X,Y,t !5E
2`

` E
2`

`

f ~x,y,t !

3expF2
2p i

l0
~X•x1Y•y!Gdxdy. ~23!

The optical signal that is derived fromI (t) and describes
the photoinduced thermal field in the cell is defined as
photothermal responseS(t) of the cell to the pump lase
pulse:

S~ t !5
I ~ t !2I ~0!

I ~0!
, ~24!

whereI (0) is the baseline signal in the absence of the pu
pulse.

The amplitude of PT response was obtained numerically
a function of time and other model parameters~total of nine!
according to Eq.~24!, whereI (t) was calculated by Eqs.~22!
and ~23!. The wave function is calculated by Eq.~20! with
account for Eqs.~18! and ~17! ~linear mode! and Eq.~21!
~nonlinear mode!. The 2-D integral Fourier transform in Eq
~23! was calculated by fast Fourier transform~MathCAD
2000, MathSoft Incorporated, Cambridge, MA! using a 512
3512 grid. In the case of bubble, by virtue of the presence
a sharp boundary in the phase shift region on the bub
boundary, the response calculated by the discrete scheme
a fluctuation component due to digitization of the integ
transform ~discretization noise!. This component was
smoothed by multivariate polynomial regression.

The main purpose of the developed model is to analyze
influence of the cell and laser parameters on the experim
tally detectable PT signal. The developed model is not
tended for evaluation of absolute values of the temperatur
space and time. Estimation of thermal fields in the cell
quires the use of correct values of all constants. As these
are often unknown for specific cells, we have to use availa
data such as for water, for example. This approach does
allow calculating the thermal field correctly, but this is n
required when the resulting value—PT signal—can be reg
tered with proper temporal and spatial resolution. In this ca
the cell parameters can be compared by analyzing their
responses without preliminary determination of all therm
optical, and physical properties of all possible cell comp
nents that contribute into the PT response. Therefore, a
-5 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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model can be applied for quantitative analysis of individual
cells even in cases when specific values of all physical con
stants are not available.

2.2 Experimental Setup
Next we describe the PT microscope that supports two mode
of PT measurements for individual cells: integral PT respons
and time-resolved PT imaging. The experimental setup43 is
arranged on the basis of the upright optical microscope
MBI-15 ~LOMO, Russia!. Pulsed pump pulse and cw probe
beams were directed coaxially into a standard microscop
condenser that was used for focusing laser beams on th
sample plane. The parameters of the lasers were as follows

• Pulsed pump beam~custom-made dye laser pumped
with Nd-Yag pulsed laser, model 1340, Lotis TII, Be-
larus!: wavelengths are 532 nm; pulse length is 10 ns;
beam diameter at the level of 0.5 of maximum is 18mm;
and energy~fluence! is variable by the polarizing filter in
the range 0.1 to 300mJ ~0.03 to 84 J/cm2!.

• cw probe beam~He-Ne laser, model LGN-224, Russia!:
633 nm, 0.2 mW, and the beam diameter at sample plan
at the level of 0.5 of maximum is 22mm.

The output signal from the photodetectorI (t) was regis-
tered with a digital oscilloscope~computer board Bordo-210
from Diagnostic Systems, Belarus! with 10-ns temporal reso-
lution and analyzed by a computer with a PT signal being
calculated by Eq.~19!.

2.3 Sample Preparation
Three types of samples were investigated: 1. homogeneou
solution of cellular~red blood cell! content~hemoglobin!, 2.
red blood cells as cells with a nearly homogeneous conten
and 3. several cell types thata priori are highly heteroge-
neous, these being tumor cells~blasts! K 562, lymphocytes,
hepatocytes, and miocytes. These four types of cells strong
differ in size~from 9 mm for lymphocytes to 15 to 18mm for
hepatocytes!, shape~spherical K 562, lymphocytes, hepato-
cytes, and rod-shaped miocytes!, content of light absorbers
~hepatocytes and miocytes are rich with cytochromes, while
blasts and lymphocytes have not much light-absorbing com
ponents at 532 nm!, and inner structure. Our aim was to com-
pare integral PT responses from different cells.

Cell suspensions were prepared on the basis of native tis
sues by standard preparation techniques. The concentration
cells in a suspension was adjusted to be in the range of 1 to 1
mln cell/ml. Suspension in amount of 6 to 8ml was placed
into the chamber S-24737~Molecular Probes, Oregon! and
sealed with coverglass. Up to four of such chambers wer
fixed on the standard microscope slide. Due to natural sed
mentation, the cells formed a monolayer of individual cells at
the bottom of the slide with an average distance between the
being at least several of their diameters. Each cell was pos
tioned at the center of the laser beams using the microscop
stage, and after that was irradiated by one pump pulse. A
experiments were performed at room temperature.
014006Journal of Biomedical Optics
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Linear Mode

3.1.1 Theoretical estimation of laser-induced thermal
effects
The model developed was applied to analysis of three dif
ent samples~Table 1!: homogeneous solution of hemoglob
~Hb!, red blood cell~RBC! ~quasiuniform content of light
absorber Hb inside the cell!, and tumor cell K 562~heteroge-
neous content of light absorber, cytochromes and other h
proteins, inside the cell!.

RBC is different from a homogeneous solution of Hb b
cause this substance in the cell is confined by a cell me
brane. The disk-shaped cell has a diameter of about 7
mm. The tumor cell~K 562! is 12 to 20mm in diameter and
has various light-absorbing components of different size
the range 0.01 to 1mm. For a tumor cell, the spatial locatio
of absorbing areas was taken as spherically symme
through displacement of six areas for630 deg off the coor-
dinate (x,y) plane in sequential order. We have estimat
initial temperatures for short- and long-pulse modes~Table 2!.
Cell-averaged and local temperatures induced by laser-p
absorption were compared. The main feature of the ther
field in the short-pulse mode is great spatial and tempo
heterogeneity~Table 2!: initial local values of temperature
may be rather high and differ from cell-averaged values.
comparison with the short-pulse mode, the long-pulse mod
characterized by a more spatially uniform thermal field~Table
2! with lower local and higher cell-averaged temperatur
The size of the initial photoinduced thermal field will also b
larger than that for the short-pulse mode. The short-pu
mode is preferable when high temperatures localized wit
or near absorbing areas are desired. The long-pulse mod
safer for a cell because at the same laser energies the tem
tures are lower and thus, risk for thermal damage is lower.
can be seen from Table 2, in the cell with a heterogene
absorbing structure, local temperatures may exceed vapo
tion thresholds. Also, the difference between short- and lo
pulse modes increases with cell heterogeneity. The hig
contrast between cell-averaged and local temperatures
found for the short-pulse mode and the lowest for the lon
pulse mode. Therefore, the shorter the laser pulse, the m
the result of laser-cell interaction will depend on the prop
ties of local absorbing components.

3.1.2 Analysis of PT responses from cells
PT responses were calculated for three samples with par
eters as described in Table 1, and were obtained experim
tally for the Hb solution and the following cells: RBC, K 562
lymphocytes, hepatocytes, and miocytes. The response c
lated for a tumor cell~K 562! is shown in Fig. 3~a!. The
experimentally obtained PT response for the same cel
shown in Fig. 3~b!. Both responses have positive polaritie
rather long front~about 0.5ms!, and tail ~about 20ms!. The
PT response obtained for a red blood cell is given in Fig. 3~c!.
Its higher maximal amplitude reflects higher light absorpti
as compared to a blast cell. The shorter front~0.2 ms! is the
result of a more homogeneous light-absorbing content of
cell ~all cell volume is heated simultaneously!, and a shorter
tail length ~8 ms! indicates both a smaller cell size~7 mm
-6 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Table 2 Laser-induced maximal temperatures and cooling times for cells and hemoglobin for linear
mode of laser-cell interaction.

Sample

Average values Local values

Short pulse
(tpump51028 s)

Long pulse
(tpump51023 s) Short pulse Long pulse

Hb solution,
F=3 J/cm2

td , s 1024 1024

DT, K 5 to 7 12 to 15 5 to 7 12 to 15

RBC,
F=3 J/cm2

td , s 1025 1025

DT, K 80 to 160 30 to 60 80 to 160 30 to 60

K 562,
F=54 J/cm2

td , s 1025 to 1024 1027

DT, K 12 to 100 21 to 45 175 to 1461 294 to 630
-

re-
-

ells
compared to 12mm for a tumor cell! and the fact that the
RBC shape in not spherical but rather disk like. The latter
factor shortens cooling time. PT responses were also obtaine
for other types of cells: hepatocytes, lymphocytes, and mio
014006al Optics
d

cytes~not shown!. Their shapes were very close to those p
sented in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!. PT response obtained for a ho
mogeneous solution is presented in Fig. 3~d!. Theoretical and
experimental PT responses obtained for all considered c
Fig. 3 PT responses of type 1 (linear mode) obtained numerically for the model of (a) K-562 cell and experimentally at 532 nm for: (b) K 562 cell,
(c) red blood cell, and (d) hemoglobin solution. Y axis for experimental responses is given as a photodetector output signal in mV.
-7 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Table 3 Parameters of photothermal responses from intact cells.

Cell type

Maximal amplitude S,
recalculated for pump
energy 1 mJ at 532 nm Front length, ms Tail length, ms

Red blood cell (RBC) 0.8 0.1 6

Lymphocyte 0.0041 0.2 to 0.4 10

Hepatocyte 0.048 0.1 to 0.3 25

Miocyte 0.11 0.1 to 0.3 12

K 562 (blast cell) 0.0014 0.3 to 0.5 20

K 562, local area 0.1 0.02 to 0.04 0.6
-
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mp-
revealed cell-specific feature: polarity of their PT response
changes from negative@case of a homogenous sample, Fig.
3~d!# to positive. This means that any unexcited cell acts like
a converging lens, it focuses the probe beam, thus creating a
additional focal point between the collecting lens and the de
tector. The lengths of the tails of experimentally obtained PT
responses~Table 3! are in agreement with the object size and
with Eq. ~1!: the bigger the cell, the longer the tail of the
response. Experimentally obtained cooling times are given in
Table 3. Fronts of PT responses from cells are longer tha
those for homogeneous solutions~see Fig. 3!.

To explore the nature of this effect, additional experiment
with PT imaging of K 562 cells was undertaken. As a result,
the temporal behavior of PT signals in local absorbing area
of those cells~Fig. 4! was registered experimentally. The am-
plitude of the PT image at the points inside the cells with a
maximal signal was analyzed as a function of time after lase
pulse. Temporal resolution of this measurement was 10 ns
According to PT images of the cells~not shown!, the radius of
the areas with a high PT signal was 0.3 to 0.6mm. Based on
the assumption that the radius of the absorbing area has a
order of 0.5mm, we calculated PT response from the local
single absorbing area in the cell~Fig. 4!. Both theoretical and
experimental responses are similar and have a short fron
ally
for

ter-
ast
lls
osi-

ge
and
laser
ra-

d ex-

ned
r
lls.
to
re
al
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about 20 ns~Table 3!. The more interesting result is that th
length of a tail of local response~600 ns! is very close to the
front length of an integral PT response from the whole c
@Table 3 and Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. Therefore, we may assum
that for the cell with a local absorbing structure, an init
thermal field~with maximal temperatures! does not provide
maximal amplitude of integral PT response of the cell. T
response reaches its maximum after some time delay that
responds to the time of cooling of local initial laser-induc
thermal fields. As a result of thermal diffusion and interfe
ence of local thermal fields, the ‘‘secondary’’ thermal fie
emerges. It has a cell size, much lower temperature, and
influence on the probe beam is strong enough to crea
maximal thermal lens effect. At that moment, the PT respo
from the whole cell reaches its maximum. Therefore, the fr
of the PT response from an individual cell contains inform
tion on both its averaged light absorbance and the absor
structure. The longer the front of the PT response, the sma
the cellular light-absorbing zones. This assumption was a
verified using our model by numerical analysis of the PT
sponse front as a function of the absorbing area size~not
shown!.

All the results described were obtained under the assu
tion that no photodamage occurs. For all the experiment
studied cells, PT responses of this type were reproducible
at least 20 to 50 pump laser pulses. Thus, this mode of in
action may be considered noninvasive for living cells at le
on a short time scale. Visual observation of irradiated ce
showed neither any detectable signs of destruction, nor p
tive staining with Trepan Blue dye~the latter was added into
the sample chamber as a standard indicator of cell dama!.
For these conditions we have also studied theoretically
experimentally the dependence of PT response on pump
energy for each cell type. At low pump energies, the tempe
tures do not reach damage thresholds, and theoretical an
perimental dependences of the amplitudeSof the PT response
on pulse energy were linear for all studied cells~not shown!.
Comparison of maximal amplitudes of PT responses obtai
for different cell types~Table 3! showed that this paramete
corresponds to light-absorbing properties of studied ce
Highest integral PT signals were detected for RBC due
high light absorption of hemoglobin. The lowest signals we
detected for K 562 cells and for lymphocytes. Numeric
Fig. 4 PT responses from local absorbing areas in the K-562 cell:
experimentally obtained at 532 nm using the PT imaging method with
variable delays and numerically calculated.
-8 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Photothermal responses . . .
analysis of the front width of the PT response revealed that fo
a homogeneous sample, this parameter is very short and do
not depend on pump pulse energy, but for any cell front width
it increases with energy~not shown!. The nature of this effect
may be due to the local origin of heating in a cell: the smaller
the absorbing areas, the longer it takes to form the therma
field in the whole cell and to reach the maximum of the PT
response amplitude. Thus, the PT method in the linear mod
provides at least three quantitative parameters that can be o
tained experimentally for individual cells from their PT re-
sponses:

• the front length characterizes the cellular absorbing
structure following the rule ‘‘the smaller the absorbing
area, the longer the front’’

• the maximal amplitude describes general light absorp
tion and heat release in the whole cell

• the tail length depends on the cell size and shape.

All these parameters may be obtained experimentally fo
the individual intact cell without laser-induced damage to it.
This mode makes possible the monitoring of individual cell
properties during their interaction with the biological environ-
ment such as microbes, drugs, and other factors.

3.2 Nonlinear Mode

3.2.1 Numerical evaluation of the bubbles
Using the developed model, we have calculated the bubbl
dynamics for three samples. The short-pulse mode was use
as this mode assumes the highest local temperatures and t
probability of bubble formation is much higher for the short-
pulse mode rather than for the long-pulse mode. The mecha
nism of bubble generation was considered as overheating of
light-absorbing volume of radiusR0 and its transition into the
vapor state at temperatures above critical. Initial conditions
for three model samples were assumed as follows:R0 for Hb
solution was taken equal to the pump beam radius~6 mm!; for
RBC, R0 was taken as a cell radius~3.2 mm!; and for the K
562 cell,R0 was taken as a radius of the absorbing zone~0.5
mm!. The initial pressure was taken equal to critical for all
three cases. This assumes approximately equal initial tem
peratures being about 300 K. The bubble radius dynamic i
presented in Fig. 5 and the calculated curves show that th
bigger the zone of initial vaporization, the longer the bubble
lifetime and the larger its maximal radius. The smallest and
shortest bubble~3 mm, 0.5 ms! is produced by the local ab-
sorbing zone in a K 562 cell, and the maximal bubble diam-
eter is smaller than a cell diameter. For RBC, the bubble siz
~more than 20mm and duration about of 5ms! can exceed the
cell diameter ~7 mm! several times. This means that this
bubble would rupture the cell membrane. For the case of ove
heating and vaporization of homogeneous media in the whol
area of laser aperture, the biggest and longest bubble wou
be generated~up to 50mm and 10ms!. The temporal behavior
of the bubble radius is a quasisymmetrical process of growt
and collapse. Also, the maximal radiusRmax and duration of a
bubble correlate to each other and linearly depend on its ini
tial radiusR0 of inhomogeneity that gives birth to a bubble
@see Fig. 6~a!#. The size and lifetime~duration! of the bubble
014006Journal of Biomedical Optics
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may be considered as quantitative parameters of dam
when the bubble size is of the order of the cell size,
possibility of membrane rupture is very high. Also, throug
the experimental measurement of bubble lifetime, we can
timateR0 . This parameter according to our model estimati
influences the bubble much stronger than, for example, in
laser-induced pressure@Fig. 6~a!#, which may help to interpret
the mechanisms of bubble generation.

3.2.2 Analysis of experimental photothermal
responses from cells
PT responses obtained from the cells in the nonlinear m
greatly differ in shape from those obtained due to the heati
cooling process. We have followed~suggested earlier by us!
the definitions of linear-mode responses as type 1 and non
ear mode responses as type 2.44 Type-2 responses are alway
negative and have a much higher maximal amplitude in co
parison with type-1 responses. Experimental type-2 respo
obtained for Hb solution and for cells~RBC, K 562! are given
in Figs. 7~b!, 7~c!, and 7~d!. Similarity of PT responses—
theoretical that was predicted with the bubble model@Fig.
7~a!# and experimental@Fig. 7~b!#—means that the type-2 re
sponse is caused by the bubble. The front and tail of
type-2 response have almost the same lengths and can n
be caused by the heating and cooling processes alone~the
latter creates a long exponential tail!. The amplitude of the
type-2 response is too high to be caused only by tempera
change; this amplitude indicates stronger gradients of the
fractive index, which can be explained by the presence of
area with gas. The obtained responses of type 2 may su
impose on type-1 responses@Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!# because two
processes—heating and bubble expansion—may coincid
time. Numerical estimation of the bubble maximal radius u
der the conditions of the experiment showed that it might
comparable or even exceed the cell radius~see Fig. 5!. Thus,
such a bubble would definitely damage the cell membra
Independent measurements confirmed that the type-2 resp
is always accompanied by cell damage that results in ei
observable cell destruction or positive staining with an indic
tive dye such as Trypan Blue.44 PT responses of type 2 wer
also obtained experimentally for lymphocytes, hepatocy

Fig. 5 Vapor bubble dynamics: numerical results calculated for vari-
ous initial bubble radiuses.
-9 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 6 Duration of a bubble as function of initial bubble radius as obtained numerically at (a) different initial pressure and obtained experimentally
from (b) red blood cells at 532 nm at different laser fluence.
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r
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ent

ting
and miocytes, and their shapes and parameters were simil
~not shown! to those presented in Fig. 7. This means that a
type-2 PT response has a universal origin. According to ou
model, the generation of the bubble is possible around an
heterogeneity that is heated above the critical temperature
Duration of the type-2 response corresponds to bubble life
014006Journal of Biomedical Optics
r

.

time. According to Fig. 7, the following lifetimes were regis
tered experimentally: K 562 was 1ms, RBC was 0.5ms, and
the Hb homogeneous solution was 0.5ms. For a tumor cell,
the experimentally obtained bubble lifetime is in agreem
with that predicted theoretically~see Fig. 5, the curve for K
562! and, therefore, the bubble can be caused by overhea
Fig. 7 PT responses of type 2 obtained numerically for (a) the bubble and experimentally at 532 nm for: (b) K 562 cell, (c) red blood cell, and (d)
hemoglobin solution. Y axis for experimental responses is given as a photodetector output signal in mV.
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Photothermal responses . . .
of the local light-absorbing area with a size~1 mm! much
smaller than the cell size~12 mm!. But for RBC and Hb
solution, the experimentally obtained bubble lifetimes were
much shorter~about one order of magnitude! than those pre-
dicted theoretically and presented in Fig. 5. Short bubble life
times in these objects mean that: 1. the maximal radius of th
bubble is also much smaller than theoretically predicted
about several micrometers, though it is sufficient for cell dam-
age, as was observed for RBC; 2. a bubble emerges aroun
the heterogeneity of the size that is much smaller than the ce
size ~for RBC! or than the size of the heated volume~for Hb
solution! @see also Fig. 6~a! for the numerically calculated
dependence of bubble lifetime on the initial sizeR0] .

If for the cell there can be various heterogeneities due to
complex cell structure, for the case of homogeneous Hb solu
tion small bubbles may indicate that several mechanisms o
bubble generation are involved. To explore the nature of thes
phenomena, we have measured the bubble lifetime as a fun
tion of pump pulse fluence for RBC@Fig. 6~b!#. With an in-
crease of pump pulse energy, the lifetime of the bubble in
creases. Increased energy leads to increase of initia
temperatures in the light-absorbing zones. If the size of such
zone is 1mm and smaller, the laser-pulse width~10 ns! be-
comes comparable to or even longer than the thermal relax
ation time@Eq. ~1!# for this zone. Therefore, the actual size of
the heated area may exceed the size of the absorbing zone a
depends on temperature: the higher the initial temperature, th
larger the heated area at the moment of laser pulse termin
tion. The size of the heated area must be considered asR0
~bubble nuclei radius! if the whole area turns into vapor dur-
ing laser pulse action. Such explanation of the experimenta
result is in agreement with the theoretical dependence o
bubble lifetime onR0 @Fig. 6~a!#. Another feature of experi-
mentally obtained dependence@Fig. 6~b!# is the threshold: at
pump laser energies below this threshold, no bubbles emerg
Cell-averaged temperatures that correspond to applied puls
energies were calculated using Eq.~8!. These temperatures
were found to be in the range from 60 to 160 K@Fig. 6~b!#.
Such temperatures are cell averaged, but assuming unifor
light absorption in RBC, they are much below the critical
temperature for vaporization of water~300 K!. The results
obtained mean that the mechanism of bubble generation in th
case of RBC and Hb solution is not only overheating and
vaporization of whole irradiated volume. A possible additional
explanation of bubble formation under the previously dis-
cussed conditions~low temperatures and small size of the
bubble! may include action of rarefaction waves and cavita-
tion around small heterogeneities. Such phenomena wer
studied for macrosamples26,45 but never were reported for mi-
crosamples that are confined by solid borders~in our case, all
samples are studied inside chambers with solid glass botto
and top!. Up to now, the mechanisms of bubble generation in
individual cells have not been studied adequately and are be
yond the scope of this report. Regardless of the mechanism
of bubble generation, they can be detected in individual cells
with our PT technique and can be analyzed with the suggeste
model. In the nonlinear mode, the PT response obtained from
an individual cell provides the following information that re-
lates to cell damage: PT response shape allows one to dete
the bubble in an individual cell; and PT response duration
characterizes bubble lifetime and hence its maximal size.
014006Journal of Biomedical Optics
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4 Conclusions
The obtained experimental PT responses are in agreem
with those predicted by the developed model in linear a
nonlinear modes. The only disagreement of the model
experiment relates to durations of type-2 responses that
respond to bubble lifetimes. Also, we show that type-1~lin-
ear! PT responses depend on the cell integral light abs
bance, structure, and size of the light-absorbing zones, bu
not depend significantly on the cell shape~PT responses from
rod-shaped miocytes were very similar to those obtained fr
a spherical cell!. The photothermal model of laser-cell inte
action, together with the developed PT microscope, provi
new data on individual cells. In the linear mode, the fro
length of PT response characterizes the size of the cell
absorbing structure; maximal amplitude describes general
sorption and heat release in the whole cell; and the tail len
depends on the cell size. All cells studied change polarity
PT responses~type 1! from negative to positive due to thei
content and structure. If a cell consists of small ligh
absorbing zones, its PT response is formed by the secon
thermal field, which results from heat diffusion and interfe
ence of initial thermal fields. In the nonlinear mode, las
induced bubbles produce distinctive PT responses of typ
regardless of the features or type of cell where they eme
with the length of the response indicating the bubble lifetim
and size. When some exogenous absorbers are used~highly
absorbing particles inside the cell—gold particles, liposom
etc.!, the effect of those absorbing agents can also be e
mated with our model. Photothermal measurements w
done by a standard optical microscope equipped with pu
and probe lasers and laser beam detectors, which are te
cally easier compared to, for example, laser scanning mic
scopes, because no scanning is used and all measurem
may be a one-step procedure without any cell pretreatm
The time scale of measured PT processes is from 1 ns to
ms, and therefore the described PT method can be real
also with current flow cytometers, allowing analysis rates
about 100,000 cells per second.
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